Platform Thinking
An integrated platform as a business strategy and transformational service offering
What is Platform Thinking?

How Platform Thinking assists clients?

Platform Thinking focuses on four specific use cases guiding and providing insight into the ultimate
definition applicable to the client’s strategic intent:
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dominance plays

Core digitisation
plays
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Complete

• Own customer relationship

• Provides a branded platform

• Create multi-product customer
experience to address life events

• Ensure great customer experience

• Integrated value chain
operational efficiency

• Plug-and-play third-party products
• Customer knowledge from all data
• Match customer needs
with providers

Amazon,
Fidelity, WeChat,
Bayer, Domain,
Ping An

• Customer data for all interactions
• Extra “rent”
Supplier

Modular producer

• Sell through other enterprises
Partial

Knowledge of your customer

Ecosystem driver

Banks, retail,
energy companies

• Potential for loss of power
• Core skills: low cost producer,
incremental innovation

Insurance via
agent, electronic
producer through
retailer, mutual
fund via broker

• Plug-and-play products/services
• Able to adapt to any ecosystem
• Constrain innovation of
product/service

Value chain

Ecosystem

Business design

Omni-channel
Client platforms
Ecosystem Role
What value do you bring to the
ecosystem to make it function?
Governance
What is the management
archetype that is best deployed
for the business model?
Partnership
How does the organisation
partner with other players?

Omni-channel

• Customer chooses channels

Platform Thinking follows an iterative approach to understand the need for a platform business,
determine the required structures, components, technologies etc, and tests the model iteratively
to clearly articulate the value, viability and requirements of the platform as a business. For each
platform business proposition defined, implications of selecting an approach are clearly mapped to an
execution plan of what will be required to successfully launch the new platform as a business model.

Digital service provider/
consumer evolution plays

Platform Thinking is providing a deep understanding of the strategic moves a
client wishes to undertake determines which one of the four type of platform
business models to design for and to implement.

PayPal,
Kabbage,
Adidas

How the markets views Platform Thinking

KPIS
What determines success
for the organisation?

Ecosystem driver
Ecosystem platform

Consumer

Connector

Holding
company

Strategic
guidance

Compete

Acquire

Client-led

Strategic management

Leverage

Solutions-led

Producer

Integrated
operating company

Collaborate

Product-led

Value drivers
How does the organisation
differentiate itself from
the competition?

Experiences

Functionality

Efficiencies

Organisational design
Types of design that
resonates most with the
organisation’s ambitions

Decentralised

Hub and spoke

Centralised

Culture
What type of employees do
you attract to the organisation?

Target rich

Sales driven

Experimental

Traditional

Digital

Open

Beyond core

Leverage traditional
technologies to automate
existing capabilities.
Dabbling with digital. No
real change to business.
Example: Online banking.

Leverage digital
technologies to extend
capabilities, but still largely
focused around same
business, operating and
customer models.
Example: Digitised
bank (mainly customer
touchpoints).

Leverage digital
technologies – becoming
more integrated into the
ecosystems of customers
and suppliers.
Example: Payments as
a service or banking as
a platform.

A platform business that
extends beyond the core
offerings that gave rise
to the original, making
connections between
consumers and producers
whilst facilitating the
exchange of value.

Entrepreneurial

The business, operating
and customer models are
optimised for digital and
profoundly different from
prior business, operating
and customer models.

Only by moving beyond your digital
transformation towards becoming more open
and beyond your core will you be ready to
weather the storms of the future and battle it out
with the new entrants and start-ups of tomorrow.

Platform Thinking results in a definitive strategy the client needs to pursue
whilst creating a robust and future-proofed platform as a business blueprint
and playbook via a series of Labs using the Value-based approach. A template
for each of the 18 Value Based Areas provides the basis for the transformation
journey towards a Platform as a Business Model.
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Many organisations swirl in an endless loop of
"doing" digital things – an illusion of being digital –
rather than making changes to their digital mindset
and their business, operating and customer models

Don‘t get stuck here

Modular producer
Product/service platform

Aggregator

Segment-led

The market is discovering that platform businesses have proven to be the necessary vehicle to
tap into the platform economy. The most valuable global companies are based off of platform
businesses. As companies are facing with growing constraints, forces, pressures and expectations
from shareholders and customers, platform thinking is seeing an increased growth in demand as
companies are moving to reposition themselves as a platform business.
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